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Abstract
Ecology Art as a genre addresses sensitivity to our natural world and the
interdependence of all living things, Over the past several decades Ecology artists
have developed a distinguished tradition including a variety of international
projects. In recent times, Eco Artists have also been exploring Internet
technologies, and are being joined by art teachers of all grade levels to integrate
ecology concepts into their standard instructional practice.
In the Art Greens - Ecology Art Education e-Conversations Blog project, Art
Education graduate students present ways to utilize free Web applications such as
Google Earth, SketchUp and Blogs for teachers to integrate ecology topics and
ecology art appreciation into the Art classroom. It is full of useful instructional
materials and ideas to help green the classroom at all levels, from Eco-Art lesson
plans, to student research and spaces that invite participation. These university
students found that incorporating ecology issues into an existing curriculum can be
seamless and effective in extending student learning. Although green is a
secondary color on the Color Wheel, it signifies an awareness that is of primary
importance.
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As students, we may have learned that mixing all of the colored pigments on the
color wheel makes grey, and that combining all of the colored light in the visible
spectrum creates white. Now, as educators, we can combine our work for
ecological awareness, to create a lovely metaphorical shade of green.
I teach in the Graduate Art Education Department at the University of the Arts in
Philadelphia. As the Coordinator of the Educational Media Concentration, I help to
prepare pre-service and veteran teachers to use, plan, and manage technology in
the K-12 art classroom.
Ecology Art as a genre addresses sensitivity to our natural world and the
interdependence of all living things, Over the past several decades Ecology artists
have developed a distinguished tradition to include a variety of international
projects. In recent times, Eco Artists are also exploring Internet technologies, and
are being joined by educators at all grade levels to integrate ecology concepts into
their standard instructional practice.
As a result of the recent report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change, environmental sensitivity has reemerged as a topic of public awareness
and debate in diverse arenas from Washington to Hollywood. UNESCO has
designated 2008 as the International Year of Planet Earth. How might teachers in
higher education join in the conversation and increase understandings of this topic?
Art Greens - Eco-Art eConversations is a professional development Blog that was
developed by Art Education graduate students in my online course, Educational
Media B: Planning & Management, at the University of the Arts. It is full of
wonderful instructional materials and ideas to help green the classroom at all
levels, from Eco-Art lesson plans using Google Earth and SketchUp, to student
research and spaces that invite participation. The objective was to encourage
teachers to think of ways to adapt these basic ideas to their particular teaching
situation.
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Art Education Graduate students created multiple key components on the Blog site:
• Introduction to the Ecology Art Curriculum
An ecology art curriculum employs art as a means for studying and
promoting respect for the relationship and interaction of all living
things.
• Curriculum Philosophy and Objectives
• History of Ecology Art
Early environmental artists manipulated the natural environment for
their artistic purpose and often had negative impact on their
surroundings.
The works of more enlightened ecology artists celebrate the
interdependence of all living things in their work.
• Ecology Hall of Fame List In-Progress
John Muir
Rachel Carson
Terry Tempest Williams
Aldo Leopold
• Lesson Plans for Elementary, Middle and High School
Integration of Google Earth and SketchUp, easily adaptable to all
levels of instruction and ecology theme. Based on National Art
Education Content & Technology Standards
• Links
List of hyperlinks that support lesson plans and extend the ecology art
curriculum to all levels.
• What’s New?
The project’s collaborative space.
Graduate Art Education students were directed to design lesson plans for the Blog
project that utilized Google Earth and SketchUp to reinforce learning about
ecology issues through art. With Google Earth, it is possible to fly over and zoom
in on specific places of current environmental concern such as the Myanmar
cyclone area, the deforestation of Tibet, or your local neighborhood. Site specific
environmental art works such as Robert Smithson’s Spiral Getty may be located
and discussed. SketchUp is a free, user friendly 3D modeling program that can be
effectively used to design buildings to be displayed in Google Earth.
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High School Lesson Plan Examples
Public Service Announcement –students engage in an informed environmental
debate through research on environmental issues in their community, and by
producing a public service announcement on their topic.
Artcology in the Urban Environment –students research and write reflections on
the political and ecological factors relating to vacant lot use in their urban
environment, arts-based revitalization efforts, and issues of sustainability.
SketchUp is used to create a 3D rendering of the new lot design.
Organic Collaged Materials - students utilize planetary travel opportunities
afforded by Google Earth to geographically locate countries and cultures and to
learn about their artmaking traditions.
Middle School Lesson Plan Examples
Exploring Naturalist Art and Ecology – students are introduced to nature artists
and observational drawing in the field. Google Earth is used as a visualization tool
to demonstrate how the local community is embedded in the larger whole and to
generate discussion on the interdependence of both.
Bottle Art - Wind Chimes made from Plastic Bottles - students use this simple art
project to learn about wind power as an alternative energy source and to look at
wind farm locations using Google Earth.
Eco-Walks – students research artists who utilize walking in their art, such as
Richard Long and Andy Goldsworthy, they discuss ecotourism, and they plan an
Eco Walk path using Google Earth and SketchUp.
Elementary School Lesson Plan Examples
Conservation Through the Arts - students learn about endangered species by
designing U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service Conservation stamps, using Google Earth
to study the animal habitats.
Nature is Art - students travel with Google Earth to parts of the world where
Ecology Artists have created work, for lessons in geography and artmaking with
natural materials.
Water Cycle Collage with Recyclable materials - students make connections with
natural science as they create collages on the stages of the water cycle.
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What’s New? Examples
12 week high school ecology art curriculum on the theme of Art, Ecology and
Our Community. A development of the High School Public Service
Announcement plan, there are lessons in Graphic Design, found object sculpture,
photography, drawing and film.
Backyard Habitats Project. Elementary school students designed a habitat for
native birds, animals and butterflies. This award-winning project was featured on
the Backyard Habitats web site and shown on the Discovery Channel!
Through our semester long Art Greens Blog project, graduate students discovered
that integrating ecology issues into an existing art curriculum can be seamless and
can be effective in extending student learning at all levels. Although green is a
secondary color on the Color Wheel, it signifies an awareness that is of primary
importance.
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Selected Screen Shots
http://ecology-artelecture.blogspot.com/
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